
Ionspec scotlight SERIES

LIGHT

SOFT
ELASTIC

GLOW IN THE DARK

The First and Only “Glow in the Dark” Ionized Eyewear in the World
IonSpec Scotlight ionized eyewear Series. Ionized eyewear with the latest 
models from MGICLUB contain negative ion, far infrared, nano silver, and 
organic germanium whose lenses are layered with anti-UV, anti blu-ray, and 
anti-electromagnetic radiation with light, flexible, soft scotlight, and 
CAN GLOW IN THE DARK!! 

With various benefits in its temples and frames embedded through nanotechnology 
from Germany.

3 LAYERS
ON THE LENSES

Anti-UV
Anti Ultraviolet 
<400

Anti-Bluray
Anti Blue Ray
up to 70%

Anti- E.M.D
Anti electromagnetic
radiation

72 Types Of Minerals ION
NEGATIVEF.I.R

(Far Infra Red)
ANTI
RADIATION

NANO
SILVER

GERMANIUM
STONE

For maximum result, 
wear it for 8 – 10 hours
every day 



NEW INNOVATION

NEW TECHNOLOGY

ionspec scotlight
COLLECTION

ionspec scotlight series

Scotlight M61 Scotlight M62

Scotlight M63 Scotlight M65



IONSPEC SCOTLIGHT SERIES

Measurement Information

IONSPEC SCOTLIGHT SERIES

For optimal results, it is recommended to wear 8-10 hours per day, and it is still 
suggested for regular check-up to an ophthalmologist should a complaint occurs.

The default lenses of these glasses are NEUTRAL . So if the consumer has far/near 
sighted, astigmatism, etc, it is recommended to change the lens of the glasses 
according to their eye complaints at the nearest optical store.

- For the glasses frame, you can just wipe it with a wet cloth and then dry it with a 
  clean cloth.
- For the lenses, you can use mild soap or special cleaning liquid use for lenses 
   (can be purchased at optical shop). Then wipe using a soft clean cloth.
- Avoid contact with salt/sea water or anything that contains alcohol (perfume, 
   sanitizer, etc)
- Do not place the glasses under direct hot sunlight or place such as car 
   dashboard, motorcycle seat, and do not dry it under the sun. Store in a cool 
   dry place.

How to take care / clean MGIClub IonSpec Glasses

Remarks


